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“Let us be alert to the season in which we are living. It is the season of the Blessed Hope, calling for us to cut our
ties with the world and build ourselves on this One who will soon appear. He is our hope—a Blessed Hope
enabling us to rise above our times and fix our gaze upon Him.” Tozer
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Our planet is terminal but believers are not. In fact, believers today may be the terminal generation in
that we are likely the generation that will soon exit. The prominent signs that tell us so are everywhere.
Jesus chastised the Pharisees for not being able to discern the signs of His first coming. So why would
God not want us to be watching for indicators of His soon return?
Sure, many of the signs manifest during the Tribulation, but they are casting a giant shadow now. To
the Christian, they are a herald of His coming and to the unbeliever, they are a warning that they are
running out of time.
But there are specific signs for the Church Age that we should be keeping an eye on! Nations are
aligning as predicted. There is a great apostasy taking place. Israel and all activity surrounding her are
the super-signs. The convergence of many events is also a super-sign forming now.
I heard one preacher say, "I am no longer looking for signs -- I am listening for sounds!" Those sounds
would be a shout and a trumpet.
With all of this in mind, I recently developed a new DVD teaching focusing on fifteen important
end-time signs that tell me that the King is coming soon.
Here are just some of the 15 signs I look at:
The renewed worldwide calls for peace and security (I Thess. 5:2-4).
The business-as-usual mindset that is a global phenomenon. People are enjoying life, money,
pleasure, and entertainment, and not paying attention.

Business-as-usual mentality
There is an intensified mocking and scoffing as it concerns the glorious news that the King is coming
(II Peter 3:3). Most churches will not deal with this topic. The pre-Trib Rapture is also under unusual
attack. The truth of our glorious hope is squelched.
I did not think I would live to see the rise in wickedness, lawlessness, strong delusion, the decline in
the character of mankind, and the obsession with the love of money. Additionally, the love of the
aberrant. Who would have thought little girls would have to share a bathroom with potential killers? (II
Timothy 3; Romans 1; Matthew 24) The aberrant is the new normal.
The new technology and the tech giants are preparing a system they will hand over to the Antichrist.
Soon robots may have better conversations with you than humans.
Will artificial intelligence rule the world?
Tremendous renewed interest in the re-building of the third Temple in Jerusalem. All elements are
prepared from the priests to their garments to utensils.
The longing for a world leader -- perhaps a single authority who could make all the wrongs right
again. There is a push for a universal income and "social justice" around the world. The longing for a
"savior."
France's Emmanuel Macron, the new darling of Europe
We have an unconventional Pope who is always making headlines. If Rome is "Mystery Babylon" as
many believe, a Pope could play a major role today.
There is a renewed call for a world without borders and global government (Revelation 13). The
globalists are just waiting for a global crisis. How about the Rapture?
The Bible talks far more about end-time apostasy than any revival. Today, some churches literally
teach the doctrines of demons (I Timothy 4:1).
These are just a partial listing of the 15 signs I feel are a flashing light that the hour is late. Things are
all coming together. The players are on a divine chess board and God is moving the players in a
masterful way. The road map is the Bible
This should challenge us to live holy in an unholy age. Every time we see something falling into place
we should acknowledge that it is a faith builder. God has a glorious future for us and He is telling us in
advance.
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Trump’s White House Won’t Acknowledge June as LGBT Pride Month, Even
as Everyone Else Does
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After years of precedent set by Barack Obama, President Donald Trump is breaking from tradition by
failing to recognize June as LGBT Pride Month.
On the final day of May, the president issued five separate proclamations, choosing June to honor
Caribbean-American heritage, African-American music, homeownership, the outdoors and the ocean.
(Reporters and comedians alike noted the irony of the last two, in light of Trump pulling the U.S. out of
the Paris Agreement last week.) An acknowledgement of June as a historic month for LGBT people
was nowhere to be found.
LGBT advocates and former White House staffers took to Twitter to criticize the lack of recognition.
Shin Inouye, a former member of Obama's communication staff, said Trump "couldn't be bothered" to
recognize LGBT Pride Month and expressed that, given his record, "maybe it's for the best."
The celebration of LGBT pride commemorates the Stonewall riots, which occurred near the end of
June 1969 in New York City and are often considered the beginning of the modern LGBT rights
movement.
As gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender rights have gained visibility and progress in recent years,
LGBT Pride Month has begun to receive recognition at the federal level. President Bill Clinton was the
first to officially declare June as Gay and Lesbian Pride Month, issuing a proclamation on June 2,
2000. After President George W. Bush failed to recognize LGBT pride during his terms, the Obama
White House issued an annual proclamation for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Pride Month,
beginning in 2011, according to the White House archives.
Although Trump has yet to issue an official proclamation, Politico reports that several federal agencies,
such as the Pentagon, are hosting LGBT pride events, just as they did during Obama's two terms. Still,
the lack of a presidential acknowledgment has forced these agencies to stop publishing any LGBT
Pride-related documentation or posters indefinitely.
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In my prior installment of this topic, I ruefully noted the not-so-uncommon reaction too many Christians
have to studying Biblical prophecy. As I clarified, it’s often an unsupportive response that is one part
sarcasm, two parts arrogance, and altogether a disrespect of God’s divine Word.
If such people would study their Bible with the reverence and teachable attitude they most need, they
would be arrested by the words of 2 Peter 3:3-4. Peter issues a clear warning that one of the
indications of the end times would be the arrival of “scoffers” and “mockers” who would belittle the

themes of Biblical prophecy – chiefly those matters which point to and promise the Second Coming of
Jesus Christ.
The average Christian may be inclined to feel that such attacks would come from outside the church.
This has not been my experience. I’ve seen instead that the most strident scorners of Biblical prophecy
come from within the fellowship of the body of Christ.
The higher up the food chain one goes, it seems the more potent the opposition becomes. We have
prominent Christian leaders today who are so biased against the responsible study of Biblical prophecy
that they’ve become tools of the secular culture against the fundamentals of our faith.
These so-called “Christian leaders” are made of the same stuff the Pharisees were made of. They
have a veneer of virtue and righteousness, but they are a sham (Matt. 23:27). Their agenda is their
own, and a proper relationship with Jesus Christ and His divine Word are not part of that. Some of
these individuals will miss Jesus the second time just as their New Testament forerunners missed Him
the first time.
It all goes to show that there are great benefits to the proper study of Biblical prophecy, and in Part 1
we reviewed four of those:
First, it urges us to live Godly. Seeing ourselves accurately within the present and the future exhorts us
to place a priority on the Lord’s return. This enables our responsible decisions in this life, and it equips
our faith.
Secondly, it gives us comfort and hope. If all we had to live for were the degenerate conditions of
planet Earth, then we qualify for “having no hope” (1 Thess. 4:13). But our imminent rapture gives us
immeasurable hope that the world cannot comprehend (Titus 2:13).
Thirdly, it provides a blessing. As Revelation 1:3 underscores, that blessing is the result of a right
response to the prophetic W ord of God. Those who do not permit the truths of Biblical prophecy to
impact their lives are completely missing out.
Lastly, the study of Biblical prophecy gives us stability. There are a lot of wacko people and ideas out
there. It’s important to have the proper grounding in truth so as to recognize and repel the “clever
cunning of men” (Eph. 4:14).
Already, we can see that the benefit of studying Biblical prophecy is self-evident. But there is even
more to gain by engaging in the effective examination and application of the prophetic Scriptures. Here
are four more reasons to do so:
IT IS AN ESSENTIAL PART OF SPIRITUAL HEALTH
Popular pulpit themes today emphasize fostering “Christian community,” tithing, loving our neighbor,
finding Jesus in our trials, showing care, and so on and so on. These approaches have their place, but
churches that constantly sip their doctrines through a straw stay immature and unhealthy.
It wasn’t like this in the early church. When Paul taught his “baby Christians” in Thessalonica, he didn’t
feed them the pabulum of socially-acceptable “devotionals.” He fed them real meat. If you compare the
content of 2 Thessalonians against the backdrop of 1 Thessalonians, you will find Paul emphasized the
doctrines of the end times.
The early church of Thessalonica may have only been weeks or months old, but Paul used his limited

time with them to teach them about the antichrist, the Day of the Lord, the Rapture, and the Second
Coming of Jesus Christ. In fact, Paul was direct in reminding them of this. He asked in 2 Thess. 2:5,
“Don’t you remember that when I was with you I used to tell you these things?
The cowards in our pulpits today could learn much from Paul’s example. Paul considered the prophetic
Scriptures to be an essential part of spiritual health, and so he dispensed them up front.
IT AVOIDS IGNORANCE
Paul didn’t want the believers under his care to be “ignorant” and “uninformed” (1 Thess. 4:13), and so
he compelled them to study and learn the prophetic Scriptures. Churches which avoid the prophetic
themes of the Bible are far more “ignorant” than they think they are.
This matter takes on a critical dimension when we understand that “….the testimony of Jesus is the
spirit of prophecy” (Revelation 19:10). I’ll translate. You cannot fully comprehend the person and work
of Jesus Christ until you study and understand the prophecies which reveal Him.
This is an ice cold dash of water to the face of anyone who has set aside Biblical prophecy as
unimportant or as the “non-essential part of God’s Word.” The truth is – they are showing their
ignorance! They only partly know Jesus because they’ve chosen to partly learn of Him.
IT IS HELPFUL IN COUNTERACTING MATERIALISM
This is one of those “rubber meets the road” reasons. It’s a practical reality check. Do you want that
new boat? How about that second kitchen you’re planning to build? Do you really need 55 pairs of
shoes? Why does your family of four have seven mountain bikes?
The truth is that most of us have too much stuff. It clutters our lives, our closets, our garages, our
storage spaces, and even our yards. It also clutters our relationships, clouds our values, and claims
our heart (Matt. 6:21).
He who dies with the most toys doesn’t win anything, and he may lose something so much more
important. A proper understanding of the truth that we won’t take our material possessions with us, that
we don’t even own our very lives, and that it’s all going to disappear anyways (2 Peter 3:10, Luke
12:20) keeps our hearts and minds in the place they need to be.
The penitent study of Biblical prophecy reinforces to us over and over that we need to get our priorities
right. It motivates us to frame our decisions with an eternal perspective. As the words of the great
hymn say, “And the things of earth will grow strangely dim In the light of his glory and grace.” So true!
IT HELPS US TO WORSHIP
I need to be blunt here. “W orship” is not throwing up your waving arms, rolling your eyeballs back in
your skull, twitching spasmodically, and divesting yourself of any conscious engagement with Biblical
truth. The time of “praise and worship” in many churches today is little more than emotional frothing in
a sea of peer pressure.
True worship is an issue of the heart, and its expression is seldom defined or measured by prescriptive
outward antics. It is the result of encountering God and His divine truth, and subordinating one’s will to
His ways. It stems from a permanent relationship rather than a passing ritual.
By its divinely-ordained nature, reverent worship follows the recognition that God has revealed Himself

to us. It is only divine truth – and a right response to it (see Rev. 1:3) – which can impact our emotions
so that our worship brings proper glory and honor to God.
All of God’s truth, including His absolute sovereignty in our lives, holds infinite value to the humble
heart, and it is worthy of our greatest passion. It is why Job – after receiving wave after wave of
traumatic news – “fell to the ground and worshipped” (Job 1:20). How many of us would do the same
thing in response to similar pain?
I confess I’m not moved much by most praise and worship songs today. But one song hits me at my
core nearly every time: “Revelation Song,” originally written by Jennie Lee Riddle. The words are
straight out of prophetic Scripture (Revelation 4), and they are a resplendent and awesome picture of
our King of Kings and Lord of Lords.
Really – worship is a right response to encountering God, and the prophetic Scriptures compel us to
see God in a way that is vital to our faith. As we take in the magnificence of what is yet coming, our
hearts and minds are moved to deep and passionate – and true! – w orship.
The themes of this article are ones I could continue expanding on for a long time, but I wish to
conclude by returning to the premise that the study of Biblical prophecy has multiple and profound
benefits in the life of the faithful believer. Satan knows this fact very well, and so he’s done what he
can to marginalize the importance of the prophetic Scriptures. Too many in the church today are
heeding his seductions and abandoning the truth they need to embrace.
Sir Isaac Newton stated a long time ago, “About the time of the end, a body of men will be raised up
who will turn their attention to the prophecies, and insist upon their literal interpretation, in the m idst of
much clamor and opposition.” We live in a time where his words ring true.
May the Holy Spirit graciously minister to our hearts and minds, and may we be led as faithful servants
even more deeply into the wonderful truths and benefits of the prophetic Scriptures.

